Abstract-The objective of this paper is to illustrate that computational electromagnetics can be used very effectively to improve the accuracy and efficiency of antenna pattern measurements. This is accomplished by moving a single probe over the measurement plane to generate the enhanced accuracy in planar near-field (NF) to far-field (FF) transformation than over the classical Fourierbased modal expansion methods. It is also illustrated that this method provides reliable results for cases when the conventional method fails, particularly, for the case, when the actual source plane and the measurement plane are approximately equal in size. Also, in this approach, there is no need to incorporate probe correction unlike in the existing approaches. In addition, a methodology can be designed where one can use an array of probes instead of moving a single probe over the measurement plane, thus improving the accuracy and efficiency of the measurements. In the use of the probe array, there is also no need to perform the probe correction. This proposed novel methodology is accomplished by solving for the equivalent magnetic current over a plane near the original source antenna under test, and then, employing the method-of-moments (MoM) approach to solve for the equivalent magnetic currents on this fictitious surface. For this proposed methodology, even though, there is no need to satisfy the Nyquist sampling criteria in the measurement plane, a super resolution can be achieved in the solution of the equivalent magnetic current so that one can predict the status of the operation of each antenna elements in an array. Also, the presence of evanescent fields in the measurements does not make this methodology unstable unlike in the conventional Fourier-based techniques. The two components of the equivalent magnetic currents can be solved independently from the two measured components of the electric fields by solving the resultant MoM matrix equation very efficiently and accurately by using the iterative conjugate gradient method enhanced through the incorporation of the fast Fourier transform techniques. Sample numerical results are presented to illustrate the potential of a novel planar NF to FF transformation applied to the planar NF measurement technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE source reconstruction method (SRM) is a recent computational technique developed for antenna diagnostics and for carrying out near-field (NF) to far-field (FF) transformation. The SRM is based on the application of the electromagnetic equivalence principle, in which one establishes an equivalent current distribution that radiates the same fields as the actual currents induced in the antenna under test (AUT). The knowledge of the equivalent currents allows the determination of the status of the radiating elements, as well as the prediction of the AUT-radiated fields outside the domain of the equivalent currents. The unique feature of the novel methodology has been illustrated that it has the potential to resolve equivalent currents patches that are smaller than half a wavelength in size, thus providing super resolution. Furthermore, the measurement field samples can be taken at field spacing's greater than half a wavelength, thus going beyond the classical Nyquist sampling criteria. These two distinctive features are possible due to the incorporation of computational techniques into the antenna measurement methodology, thereby, enhancing the latter's accuracy and efficiency. In the computational technique embedded in this measurement methodology, the unknowns are approximated by a subsectional basis, and secondly, through the use of the analytic free space Green's function, which is quite easy to compute numerically. The latter condition also guarantees the invertibility of the electric field operator and provides a stable solution for the currents even when evanescent waves are present in the measurements. In addition, the use of the singular value decomposition in the solution of the matrix equations can provide the user with a quantitative tool to assess the quality and the quantity of the measured data. Alternatively, the use of the iterative conjugate gradient (CG) method in solving the illconditioned matrix equations can also be implemented. Several examples have been presented to illustrate the applicability and accuracy of the proposed methodology.
II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
An equivalent magnetic current approach is a widely used method to calculate FF from NF data [1] - [5] . Based on the 2379-8793 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. equivalent principle, this method uses the NF data to determine an equivalent magnetic current source on a fictitious planar surface that encompasses the AUT, and under certain approximations, the magnetic currents will produce the same field as the AUT in the region of interest. In our earlier works, the equivalent current approach of computing FFs from the measured NFs using a single probe antenna measurement has been discussed without incorporating the probe correction. In this methodology, the introduction of a measurement probe array appears to have minimal mutual effects between the AUT and the probe as shown in [1] . In addition, in this study, results are compared from two sets of the NF data obtained for two different scenarios. First, we use a 0.1λ length dipole terminated in a 50-Ω load as a probe placed in front of the AUT and measure the voltage across the load. Then, the probe is moved over a planar surface and measurements are taken with a 0.2λ separation. Second, we replace a single probe antenna by an array of 0.1λ length dipoles all terminated in 50-Ω loads and separated from each other in both directions by 0.2λ. The advantage of choosing a probe array for measurement is that it can eliminate the inaccuracy of the mechanical movement of the probe antenna over a large planar surface and can make the measurement methodology very efficient. This is more important, particularly, for measurements carried out in the high frequencies, say at M-, V-and W-bands. Also, one can obtain all the NF measurement information at once, thus making the entire measurement procedure very time efficient and simple. Another important feature of the proposed approach that will be demonstrated is that in this methodology probe correction, which accounts for the mutual coupling between the AUT and the probe and also between the probes in the probe array, do not play a significant role.
III. PHILOSOPHY OF THE COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
Consider an arbitrary-shaped antenna radiating into free space with the aperture of the antenna being a planar surface (assumed for simplicity but this assumption can be relaxed), which separates the total space into two: left-half (Region I) and right-half (Region II) spaces, as shown in Fig. 1 . Using the equivalence theorem [6] , we postulate the electromagnetic fields in the region of no interest (RNI, i.e., Region I) to be zero and place a perfect electric conductor on the x-y plane (as shown in Fig. 2) .
We can further assume for the general case that the tangential component of the electrical field on the PEC surface is zero except over S 0 , and then,M exist only over a small region in front of the AUT characterized by S 0 as shown in Fig. 2 .
Then, applying the image theory, the equivalent magnetic currentM is obtained as
where nowM radiates in the entire free space. Then, determinē M from the measured electric field components. For computational purposes, the measurement plane, and hence, the source plane has to be truncated to a finite region S 0 . As the fields decay almost exponentially on this plane as we go away from the radiating aperture, one can truncate the surface to a small area without introducing any significant error in this approximation. Now, the FFs can be obtained from the measured electric NF via the equivalent magnetic current approach using a methodof-moments (MoM) formulation [7] . Furthermorē
whereĒ meas is the measured electric NF, andM is the equivalent magnetic current that exists on S 0 . After we solve forM using (2), we can calculate the FF.
IV. FORMULATION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
The electric field at any arbitrary point P(r) can be found from
whereĒ(r) is the electric field.M (r ) is the equivalent magnetic current at the source pointr . ∇ is the gradient operator with respect to the primed variables (sources), and g(r,r ) is the three-dimensional free space Green's function, given by
and k 0 is the free space wave number. The NF measurements are performed over a planar surface, which is parallel with the source plane as shown in Fig. 3 . The source plane (S 0 ) is assumed to be a rectangular surface in the x-y plane with the dimensions w x and w y . The distance between the source plane and the measurement plane is d. As we have mentioned, there are two groups of measurements, for the first case, we use a 0.1λ length Hertzian dipole to estimate the sampled electric fields at 0.2λ separation on the measurement planar surfaces. The dipole probe is terminated in a 50-Ω load and the current across the load is measured.
We consider the measurement dipole to be x-directed and obtain the value of the current (I x ) at the center point of the dipole from the measured values of the voltage at each measurement point P. Then, the dipole is rotated to be y-directed and we obtain the currents (I y ) from the measured voltages at the center of the dipole at each measurement point P. For the second case, we replace the single probe antenna by an array of 0.1λ dipoles all terminated in 50-Ω loads and separated from each other by 0.2λ. First, the arrays of dipoles are all x-directed to obtain the value of the current [I x ] at the center of the dipole. Then, they are rotated to be y-directed to obtain the current matrix [I y ]. Finally, we can multiply these current matrices by the diagonal impedance matrix [Z] with the diagonal elements all being 50 Ω, to obtain [V x ] and [V y ], the voltages measured at the probes. It is estimated that the voltage V at the center of the dipole is proportional to the electric fieldĒ at that point. We can normalize the voltages induced at the center points of the dipoles and use that information to estimate the values for the sampled NF data. From that estimated NF data, the equivalent magnetic currents (M x , M y ) on the source plane can be calculated. By using that equivalent magnetic current, we calculate the FF. In the end, we compare the final FF results obtained from using the presented two methods, namely using a single probe or an array of probes with the results from an electromagnetic analysis code called HOBBIES [8] .
We can use the x-and y-components of the measured electric NFs in (3), and obtain the following integro-differential equation as
The aforementioned equation shows that the integral equation is a decoupled one with respect to the two components of the magnetic currents. So, the following two integral equations can be solved separately as
V. SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Here, we use MoM [7] to transform the E-field integral equations into matrix equations so that they can be numerically calculated using the computer. Both M x and M y are approximated by equally spaced two-dimensional pulse basis functions as follows:
where α ij and β ij are the unknown amplitudes of the x-and ydirected magnetic currents, respectively, on the ijth patch, and Π ij (x , y ) is the two-dimensional pulse basis function of the ijth patch and is defined by
For the aforementioned approximation, the source plane (S 0 ) is assumed to be a rectangular one in the x-y plane with extension to −w x /2 ≤ x ≤ w x /2 and −w y /2 ≤ x ≤ w y /2 as shown in Fig. 3 . The source plane is divided into M · N equally spaced rectangular patches with dimensions Δx and Δy as
In (10), x i and y j are the x-and y-coordinates of the center of the ijth patch and are given by
Since it is assumed that the measured electric NF are known at discrete points on the scanning plane, a point matching procedure at the center of each plate is chosen. Substituting (8) and (9) into (6) and (7) and utilizing point matching the following two decoupled matrix equations are obtained:
where G is the moment matrix for the planar scanning case, the explicit expressions for G is given by
where Ω i is the area of the ith patch, and R is the distance between the kth field point (r k ) and lth source point (r l ), ds = dx · dy. These calculations can be very efficiently carried out under some specific conditions. If the spacing between the field points and spacing between the current elements are chosen to be the same, the resultant matrix is block Toeplitz. The structure of the matrix can be exploited by noting that a two-dimensional Fourier transform may be utilized to evaluate the terms in the following conjugate gradient method (CGM), which is called CGFFT (CGM and FFT) [5] .
The CG method starts with an initial guess X 1 and computes
For i = 1,2, . . . , let
where A * is the conjugate transpose of A. Most of the computational cost in the CGM occurs in the calculation of AP i and A * R i+1 . These two calculations have to be performed inside a loop, which needs to be carried out many times. This is the most time-consuming part if we multiply them directly. As we mentioned before, we can exploit the block Toeplitz structure of the matrix A, and these two terms can be computed using FFT [9] . This would have a tremendous saving in computational time by using
where F denotes the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform, F −1 denotes the two-dimensional inverse discrete Fourier transform, A c is the convolutional variation of the original matrix A, P i c and R i+1 c are the convolutional variations of the original vectors P i and R i+1 , respectively, and * denotes complex conjugate.
VI. SAMPLE NUMERICAL RESULTS
The comparisons of the FF calculated from the NF single probe measurement data and from the planar probe array measurement data are introduced next. Example 1: A 2λ by 2λ pyramidal horn antenna is used as the AUT. A fictitious planar surface in the x-y plane of dimensions 3λ by 3λ is used to form a planar magnetic current sheet. On the surface of the equivalent magnetic currents M x and M y are placed into 15 × 15 current patches. This is the nature of the discretization. The NFs are sampled on a planar surface of the same dimensions and discretized to enable the use of CGFFT. The distance between the source plane and the scanning plane is 3λ. Fig. 4 shows the x-directed single probe measurement system. Fig. 5 shows the side view of the structure by using the x-directed single probe as an example. Fig. 6 shows the x-directed probe array measurement structure. Fig. 7 shows the side view of the structure by using the x-directed probe array as an example. The red lines illustrate that the size of S 0 coincides exactly with the size of the measurement plane. The simulated results for the two methods mentioned previously and the analytic results for the FFs are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Fig. 8 shows the normalized absolute value of the electric FF for ϕ = 0
• in the decibel scale. Fig. 9 shows the normalized absolute value of the electric FF for ϕ = 90
• in the decibel scale. Theta, here, is defined as the angle from the x-axis to z-axis and phi is the angle from the x-axis to the y-axis. This implies, phi equals 0°c ut is the x-z plane and phi equals 90°is the y-z plane. The solid lines show the analytic results obtained using HOBBIES, dashed lines show the single probe measurement results and dotted lines show the probe array measurement results.
We can see that both the methods we have discussed previously provide acceptable results. These results indicate that not incorporating the probe correction and factoring it into the measurement have little effect on the accuracy of the final result. Fig. 8 . E total when phi = 0°(dB Scale). Fig. 9 . E total when phi = 90°(dB Scale).
Hence, this methodology is much simpler and more accurate than the classical modal-based planar NF to FF transformation.
Here, it is important to point out that in terms of the absolute error, this method does not perform well related to high accuracy essentially outside an angle of ±40°in Fig. 8 . And, we recognize this fact. But the real question is how this method performs as compared to the current state of the art. In the current state of the art, the fields outside the measurement plane are assumed to be zero, and then, a Fourier transform is taken to calculate the FF pattern. The accuracy of the current method has been stated in [10, Fig. 7 ] where the maximum angle θ M for the accurate FF region of validity is established using the relationship between the scan length L and size of the source plane S separated by
In our examples, using the equivalent magnetic current approach, L and S are approximately of the same dimension. Therefore, the classical existing approach will not work at all for our example! Yet the equivalent current methodology has been able to accurately predict the pattern to ± 40°. It is important to note that in all our examples L and S are approximately the same and so the classical approach will not work for any of the examples presented in this paper.
Example 2: For the next example, the AUT is made more complicated. We choose 16, 1.5 λ by 2 λ pyramidal horn antennas to form a 4 by 4 horn antenna array as the AUT. Each horn is separated from each other by 3 λ. A fictitious planar surface in the x-y plane of dimensions 10λ by 10λ is used to form a planar magnetic current sheet. On the surface of the equivalent magnetic currents M x and M y divided into 50 × 50 current patches, are assumed. The NFs are sampled on a planar surface of the same dimensions and discretized to enable the use of the CGFFT technique for fast, efficient, and accurate computation of the magnetic currents.
The distance between the source plane and the scanning plane is 3λ. Fig. 10 shows the x-directed single probe measurement system. Fig. 11 shows the side view of the structure by using an x-directed single probe as an example. Fig. 12 shows the side view of the x-directed probe array measurement structure. Fig. 13 shows the side view of the structure by using the xdirected probe array as an example. The red lines show that the size of S 0 coincides with the size of the measurement plane. Calculated results provided by the two methods from the simulated data are used. The two methods just mentioned and the analytical FF results are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Fig. 14 shows the normalized absolute value of the electric FF for ϕ = 0
• in decibel scale. Fig. 15 shows the normalized absolute value of the electric FF for ϕ = 90
• in decibel scale. Theta, here, is defined For both the methods, namely, use of a single probe or an array of probes used in the measurement provides acceptable results. There are several observations that can be made from the results. First, the effect of mutual coupling between the probe and the array under test has little effect on the final result. Even when a probe array is used it looks like the effect of mutual coupling is still not an issue. The other strength of this approach is that, even though, the size of the measurement plane barely covers the actual physical size of the antenna array, one can still obtain reliable results from 30°to 150°. Also, this computational methodology is quite fast and accurate. Finally, using this methodology, the measurement plane can be deformed to any arbitrary shape and the Nyquist sampling criteria is not relevant for the measurement plane unlike in the Fourier-transform-based classical planar NF to FF transformation.
Example 3: For the third example, a single three element Yagi-Uda antenna is selected as the AUT to illustrate the accuracy of this methodology. This antenna has a wide beam. Both the single probe method and the use of a probe array is used as samplers of the NF without any probe correction. The three-element Yagi-Uda antenna as shown in Fig. 16 consist of a driven element of length L = 0.47λ, a reflector of length 0.482λ, and a director of length 0.442λ.They are all spaced 0.2λ apart. The radius of the wire structure for all cases is 0.00425λ. A fictitious planar surface in the x-y plane of dimensions 10λ by 10λ is used to approximate the equivalent source, which is going to radiate the same fields in the desired region as the original antenna. On this surface, equivalent magnetic currents M x and M y are applied. These two current components are discretized into 50 × 50 current patches. The two planar components of the NFs are measured on a planar surface of the same dimensions and are discretized to an equivalent value as of the same size as the equivalent current sources so as to make possible to apply the CGFFT method to solve these large systems of equations using modest computational resources and using minimal CPU time. The distance between the source plane and the measurement plane is assumed to be 3λ.
The measurement methodology for this Yagi-Uda antenna is quite similar to the measurement system used for the horn antenna as described in Example 1. The calculated results of the two methods described earlier are used to generate the FF along with the use of an accurate numerical electromagnetic analysis tool called HOBBIES [8] so as to assess the accuracy for the computed results obtained by the proposed methods. All the three results are presented in Figs. 17 and 18. Fig. 17 shows the normalized absolute value of the electric FF for ϕ = 0
• in a decibel scale. Fig. 18 shows the normalized absolute value of the electric FF for ϕ = 90
• in the decibel scale. Theta, here, is defined as the angle from x-axis to z-axis and phi is the angle from the x-axis to the y-axis, which implies phi equals 0°cut is the x-z plane and phi equals 90°cut is the y-z plane. Theta equals 0°means +x direction and theta equals 180°means ─x direction. The solid lines show the analytic results obtained using HOBBIES, dashed lines show the single probe measurement results and the dotted lines show the probe array measurement results.
We can see both the methods (namely using a single probe and an array of probes for measurement) we discussed above provides acceptable results further emphasizing that probe correction has little impact on this novel measurement procedure.
Example 4: For the final example, we deal with an antenna array under test. The array consists of nine Yagi-Uda antennas to form a 3 by 3 antenna array as the AUT. Each element of the Yagi-Uda array has been described in example 3 and they are separated from each other by 2λ. A fictitious planar surface in the x-y plane of dimensions 5λ by 5λ is used to form a planar magnetic current sheet to approximate the fields that will be generated by the actual array in the desired region. On this surface, the applied equivalent magnetic currents M x and M y are divided into 25 × 25 current patches to approximate the measured electric fields on the measurement plane. The measurement plane is assumed to have the same size as that of the equivalent planar surface on which the magnetic currents are applied so as to be able to use the CGFFT method to solve the matrix equations containing the complex amplitudes of the unknown currents. The distance between the source plane and the measurement plane is 3λ. Fig. 19 shows the x-directed single probe measurement system. Fig. 20 shows the side view of the structure by using an x-directed single probe for measurement. Fig. 21 shows the xdirected probe array measurement setup. Fig. 22 shows the side view of the structure by using an x-directed probe array as an example. The red lines show that the size of S 0 coincides with the size of the measurement plane. The calculated results for the FF obtained by the two methods described in this paper, namely, sliding a single probe and using a probe array along with the results computed by a numerical electromagnetics code HOB-BIES invoking the electric field integral equation are illustrated in Figs. 23 and 24. Fig. 23 shows the normalized absolute value of the electric FF for ϕ = 0
• in a decibel scale. Fig. 24 shows the normalized absolute value of the electric FF for ϕ = 90
• in a decibel scale. Theta, here, is defined as the angle from the x-axis to the z-axis and phi is the angle from the x-axis to the y-axis. This implies that phi equals 0°cut is the x-z plane and phi equals 90°is the y-z plane. Theta equals 0°implies +x-direction and theta equals 180°implies ─x-direction. The solid lines show the analytic results obtained using HOBBIES, dashed lines show the single probe measurement result and the dotted lines show the results from the probe array measurement.
We can see the both the methods we discussed have previously provide acceptable results and that a probe correction is not at all a requirement for this methodology. In this case, acceptable results are obtained from 40°to 140°. For the classical approach of planar modal expansion, it will not have been possible to solve this problem for the given data, as in this case, the source and the measurement planes are of the same size.
VII. CONCLUSION
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